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of the Earth carried out personally by Al-Iliràni irr
India.
Having, owing to practical difficulties, failed in his atternpts
to verify Al-i\(àmtn's results by resortirrg to direct measurernents
of an arc, Al-Birfrni had ÍecouÍse to a novel method of his own
contrivance, which, before he actually carried it out into practice,
had already been ful1y indicated by him in his earlier book on
the astrolabe (..!p-!l d .-l:(Jl)l
lrleasuÍerl1ent
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eristsin Leyden (8.d, r9o8, p.6il. f have quoted the whole passagein the above
Írom Nallino (Lectures, pp, 289-z9z):
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'To know this method is quite conceivable in imagination,
and it rests on sotlnd. deductions. It is difficult to carry it out in
practice only owing to the smallness of the astrolabe (or other instruinents) and the little size of the thing on r,vhich we have to base our
solution. And that method is this: You climb a rnountain situated
close to the sea oÍ a level plain, and then observe the setting 9f th9
sun and finci out the dip of the horizon we have already mentioned.,
and. then find the value of the perpendicular of this mountain.
You multiply this height into the-sine of the complementary angle
of the dipiind dividelhe total by the versed sine of this.4ip jtself.
Then multiply (the double of) the quotient into zz and divide the
result of thii inultiplication'by 7. Vou will get the fe'ngth.o-f
the Ëarth's circumferènce (in the same terms or proportion) in which

the height of the mountain has been fixed.
Wë have not so far been able to experiment with this dip, and
its value in any high place. We were led to this method by.Abul
Abbas Al-Nairizir íhd states, that Aristothenes (?) has mentioned
that the heights of the peaks of the mountaitrs woulcl be 5| rniles
when the leígth of the iadius of the Earth is 3,zoo miles approximately.
For the solution of this problem it is necessary mathematically
that the dip of the horizon in fhe mountain wherein the perpendicular
is so high should be about $ degree.
Suóh matters, howevei, nèed actual experiments, and- could be
verifiecl only by testing.
The Airnighty aná \Mise God alone can help me (in obtaining
success in such ventures) .2 '

At the time of writing the'Book on the Astrolabe' ./Uíl)
(e!,!*Ít j Al-Birfini had not yet made any actual attempt to put

his theory into practice owing to, what he thought t_he smallness
of the iristrumeirts of observations, and lack of suitable site, and
competent helpers. The rnethod required tltg presellce of a
mo.*tain eithe^r situated o1 a level plain or acljacent to the sea,
and on the peak of it the observations of the sun setting in the
horizon.

r Al-Nairizi died

shortly after 3oo A.H. (early tenth century A'D').
s Nallino has demonstrated Al-Birfini's methods on pp. zgt-zgz
Lectures. See Appendix I of this book.
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